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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,Nietzsche famously proclaimed that God was dead in 1882.Hegel in fact beat him to it apprising his Berlin students of God's demise as early as 1827.By the end of the 19th century,echoes of the death of God can be heard everywhere.In the revolutionary politics of Lenin,in the poetry of Tennyson,in the psychoanalysis of Freud.German biblical scholarship,the march of science(?) seemed to challenge the authority of the bible at every turn and by the 20th century,almost all the great writers,artists and intellectuals had abandoned the certainty of their belief in God.So who or what was responsible for this sudden spread of religious doubt? If God could truly be said to be dead,who fired the first shot.
 With me to discuss the emergence of religious uncertainty is the novelist and biographer A.N Wilson author of "God's funeral",we're also joined by Victoria Glendinning,novelist and biographer of among others,Anthony Trollope,and Johnathan Swift.
  Andrew Wilson,in your book,you cite the philosopher David Hume and Edward Gibbon,author of "The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" [Ref:Alexand.html] as the leading influences in the rise of atheism,you say "These authors had planted time bombs to explode in the faces of the Victorians",can you tell us how Gibbon did that, first of all,in his "Fall of the Roman Empire"?

Andrew Wilson : Well I could try,I think that one of the clever things about Gibbon is of course that he never professes unbelief,and indeed when somebody accused him of not being a Christian believer,he published a long vindication,claiming that he was at the very least a deist and a believer in God.but what Gibbon does is manage to make you think that Christianity is base and ridiculous.There's a marvellous passage at the end of his ludicrous description of St Simian Styllities(?) who spent his life living on top of a column,and says if you compare - I'm paraphrasing Gibbon's beautiful prose - but if you compare the life of this buffoon with the dignified and philosophical life of Cicero and his contemporaries 500 years before,you see the effects which Christianity has had on human civilisation,and it hasn't been a good effect,Gibbon leads you to suppose,he doesn't need to spell that out.

Melvyn Bragg : But he also undermines by this elegant mockery,the early Christian fathers,their doctrines...

Andrew Wilson : Well he makes you realise,which is true in my opinion,how utterly contemptible and ridiculous the so-called early Christians were for the most part,and how foolish they were in their attitudes to most of the things that we would regard as civilised.I think many people.....

Melvyn Bragg : But isn't that taking them too abruptly out of context?

Andrew Wilson :  Well no,but the point was that they were anarchists who were opposed to everything that was deemed civilised in their own day,and I think many people,by the time of the 18th century,who didn't know any history of course,assumed that the early Christians were all people like themselves.They were...they thought...that although they might not have long sleeves and powdered wigs,they were very much like the bishops of the Anglican church in the 18th century,ie chaps like us,well they jolly well weren't,and Gibbon shows this in page after page,and I think shows for example their total contempt for marriage,for family

[One of our own bishops has just suggested that marriage's only purpose is to have children,implying that married people without children are doing something implicitly wrong,by not having children,he has been greatly castigated for his view,and as usual when one of our arrogant Christians deems to put his head above the parapet,it is promptly shot off. Many people used the words "out of date","out of touch",and "antiquated" when referring to his views,and also suggested that individual choice was paramount -LB]

for the ordinary decent institutions of society.The Christians tried to,and in many cases succeeded in undermining all these things,and I think that this was very troubling to decent intelligent people when they came to read Gibbon.As I say,it was a bit like a time bomb,because Gibbon had his followers in his life time,but the reading public grew so much towards the end of the 18th century,and in the early years of the 19th century,so that Gibbon became much,much more popular only a generation after he'd written his book.

Melvyn Bragg : Just on the subject I've given,Victoria Glendinning,do you...are you surprised that a history can have the sort of effect that Andrew is ascribing to it?

Victoria Glendinning : Well I'm not sure that,I mean maybe God began to be a bit sort of terminally unwell then,but I don't think He was very well for quite a long time before,and I noticed with Deacon(?) Swift,when I was learning about Jonathan Swift,and I read his sermons.He never talked about the afterlife,he never talked about heaven,reward and punishment,he talked about how we should behave to our neighbours in this world ie very sophisticated people would have had a kind of nominal Christianity as a form of social cohesion and social control,and it makes life better and easier for everybody,but whether they really believed in a kind of transcendental God,I am not sure.

Melvyn Bragg : Can I come back to the point though? Do you think that Andrew's contention that Gibbon in writing this history,"The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire",had an influence on his contemporaries and in later generations,on disturbing their faith?

Victoria Glendinning :  Yes,but I think he also twitched a chord that was already there,because at the same time what you get is this extraordinary double thing,that the 19th century is the great age of missionaries [The damage they've done to the third world is incalculable -LB],it's the great age of evangelicalism,the sort of ridiculousness of suddenly the pope is infallible in 1869.At the same time a sort of growing interest in science, not only really among educated people,but things like Mechanics Institutes and Workers Education Authority,and young urban men in the cities and the new industrialised cities,were learning about science and chemistry,when people at Eton and Harrow were still doing Greek and Latin.

[This supports the notion that scientists predominantly were taken from the working classes,as was Faraday who wormed his way into Davy's affections.This shows somewhat why the sciences are misunderstood and held in contempt by the public school power mongers,who are more likely to know characters from a Greek tragedy than the are the latest ideas in frontier science,and think that this is how it should be.This was perhaps best exemplified by the Baroness who asked of Harry Kroto's discovery of C60 (see Xoom) "Is is animal,vegetable or mineral?".It's no wonder that with such duffers at the helm,the UK is falling behind other industrial nations -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Yes,your second pillar Andrew is David Hume,and you quote Hume from "The Dialogues"...

Andrew Wilson :  Yes.

Melvyn Bragg : ....on the very notion of causation,you say,"For all we know,a priori,matter may contain the source or spring of order,originally within itself,as well as the mind does",and you use this as one of the key sentences in Hume which brought about the funeral of God.

Andrew Wilson :  Yes.Because when Hume wrote this book called "The Dialogues" concerning natural religion,he wrote it as a private document,and he never dared to publish it in his life time,and indeed when it was published,it was published on a tiny little press and it was probably only read by a few hundred people.It was in the generation following that it became popular and was widely disseminated and read,and its basic idea was total scepticism about everything.The underling anarchy of Hume,if you wish to put it that way is that we can't be sure of anything at all,and this,as you remember,the great German philosopher Immanuel Kant,said that "reading Hume awoke him out of his dogmatic slumber". From Hume because of Kant and the enormous influence that Kant and his follower Hegel had on European thought in general,from Hume comes the quest in European thought for certainty about something.That was...that to me is really why Hume's such an important thinker,because for Hume,we can't be sure that Sun's going to come up tomorrow morning.You can't be sure,if you switch on an electric kettle that it will boil,you can't be sure of anything.He disputed the notion of science and scientific enquiry just as much as he did metaphysical and religious enquiry,and that's why I believe,in the course of the 19th century,because human beings crave certainty about so many areas of life,they invented the idea that there is such a thing as scientific certainty.

[I dispute that any such thing ever happened.This is a myth of non-scientific minds.All that can be said is that things are more or less likely.Scientific enquiry shaves away some of the doubts and suggests what things are more likely to be the case than others.As was shown in this weeks Horizon on GM,many people believe GM is dangerous,but many of those fears have an emotional basis and are unfounded in fact.No one can ever say that GM is 100% safe,and this is used by some to denounce it.But normal foodstuffs aren't 100% safe either!
Scientific enquiry whilst not facilitating 100% certainty,shows whether irrational beliefs and fears are unfounded or not.It is because it has been so good at its job,that some people think it is the route to the absolute truth,it isn't.It's just as close as one can expect to get upon a rational basis -LB]

And one of the reasons that Hume was so influential,on for example,a thinker like Darwin,who we wouldn't necessarily.....suppose to be a metaphysician to start with,was that Darwin was looking fro some area of human or animal activity about which we could be certain.

Melvyn Bragg : Because Hume didn't take it as a fact,as we've just heard,that the mind itself  was a model...of what we knew about our minds.....

Andrew Wilson :  Absolutely not...why should there be one mind behind the universe? Why should the universe be seen as a single entity? Why can't it just be a whole lot of completely....

[This connects up with the idea of symmetry and GUT.I suggested my self that perhaps gravity waves may not fit into a holistic picture,and that the universe may not be able to be unified into a coherent structure,and perhaps it is our own brain's capacity for wanting coherence that seeks to impose this unity upon a universe made of disparate parts. On the other hand we've done so good a job at connecting everything so far,it seems rather churlish to suggest that maybe it isn't a single entity,the mere fact that we think that it is,in some way defines it as such,and really we have only our own structures with which to understand it,and if we unify that structure,then this is really the only way that the universe could be a single entity,even if "in reality" it was more than one thing.Thus our experiences and models are intimately bound up with what the universe "is" -LB]

Victoria Glendinning :  But the interesting thing about both Gibbon and Hume,is that they didn't  seem to be as it were,I wouldn't say they didn't give a damn,but they took this on board in an intellectual way,and what I think came out of your book very interestingly was,how for a lot of people,decent ordinary believing folk,it really was a bereavement,a sense of loss.I was particularly sort of touched,by Philip Goss [When will he be famous? -LB] who was a geologist,who understood the meaning of the fossil record,and yet was a passionate believer in the creation myth...

Andrew Wilson :   Well yes.....

Victoria Glendinning : ...who said "Perhaps,perhaps God put all these fossils in the rock,to give the world the appearance of ageing".

[Bill Hicks exploited this notion in his "prankster God" routine.Occam's razor shows why this view is ludicrous and why it was fair game for a comedian of Hick's capability.What kind of joker goes round planting false evidence just to throw a spanner in the works for any intelligent being to deduce facts about its environment. This posits a silly and stupid God,whose practical jokes are a contradiction to the authoritarian figure posited by most religions -LB]

Which is sort of agonisingly touching.

Melvyn Bragg : But from your...

Andrew Wilson : Well that was the scientific principle taken to the point of lunacy.

[No it wasn't! It was inane belief overriding incontrovertible facts.The scientific principle said "Fact: no God" and stupid belief says "But I still want to believe in fairy tales".If Goss had taken through to the end the scientific thinking,he'd have been led to the incontrovertible notion that his beliefs at the very least had to be updated,and that the evidence suggested his beliefs were in fact wrong.The lunacy comes from hanging onto outdated and outmoded ideas that no longer  (and never did) fit observation -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Yeah.

Victoria Glendinning : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  But can I just take up this business again about the influence that people have? From your reading of Jonathan Swift and so on,it just fascinates me,and we talk about these scholars only a few hundred things published and yet actually the influence that thinkers have had over the last 200 years has been extraordinary,even though they've only published to a few people at a time...

Andrew Wilson : Well exactly.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...they've actually radicalised....can you just give us some....? Can you give any follow through from the studies  you've done?

Victoria Glendinning : Well I think it's very interesting how it filters through into say popular fiction even,in that a lot of people who had never have read these European philosophers,would have read "Mrs Humphrey Wood" Robert Elsmere,which is about a terrible crisis of faith,how Trollope's sister,not many people know this,Cecilia wrote this novel called "Chollerton" which was about this young man agonising about his Anglo-Catholic faith. A lot of the agonisers either moved backwards into agnosticism or forwards,if you like to put it that way into Anglo-Catholicism or Roman-Catholicism.

Melvyn Bragg : You talk about Kant,and we've already said that Hume awoke Kant from his dogma,and he talked about two positions on God to start with,the imminentist position and the transcendental position.Can you just describe those a little and then tell us what conclusion he came to? Because through Kant, Hume became extraordinarily influential. 

Andrew Wilson :  Yes,well I'm probably going to simplify to the point of distortion here,but I mean basically,if you believe that God is imminent,either in the world or in yourself,you believe that He can be inferred and found,let's say through meditation,but He isn't necessarily an external reality.The transcendent God,or indeed transcendent truth of any kind,is something which is outside our own perceptions.

[If there is anything outside our perceptions,we cannot know by definition,thus any argument about it is moot. Super string theory posits 11 or more dimensions to spacetime.Most of us have a handle on no more than 4.In order to explain certain observed events it is necessary to invoke the others mathematically.Whether we "perceive" these other dimensions intellectually or otherwise,in essence defines whether they exist or not.
Gravity is posited to be a bend in space time.We perceive an attraction to the ground,but is this the correct or "real" explanation? How do we know that there is not some transcendental being impelling us to the ground? We don't,but there is no point positing it,with no way of proving it.With superstring theory there are ways of proving it -LB]

Now this is entering a terribly difficult philosophical area,because how can we be sure that anything outside our own perceptions is there [Like invisible pink elephants -LB]? This is the point of Hume awakening Kant from his dogma,and basically speaking,Kant who is regarded,as what philosophers call an idealist,never,in my opinion,was either an empiricist -somebody who based his idea of truth entirely on experience,or an idealist - somebody who believes that we impose reality,we invent reality,that truth is a human construct.

[Perhaps this exemplifies what I take to be the only thing that might be described as a "belief" that I have.I do  not know what is "real",but insofar as human beings seem to be the only realistic definition of what is true,since it is they that have defined the words and concepts and constructs with which to speak about these ideas,then I think that truth is imposed on us,as opposed to us constructing truth,but we are the only arbiters,and in this sense there is only a human definition of what is true (this is my "belief" if it be called that,since it is dubious what sort of proof could identify it as more than that).I find it rather limiting though to be a "something -ist",though here "idealist" seems to be closer to what I think.Having said that associating with any one camp suggests that one is not at liberty to acknowledge ideas from other camps,and so become dogmatic as Kant apparently acknowledged,thus whilst many -isms might apply to the ideas I have,I am not beholden to any of them,except perhaps rationalism,which seems to me to be fundamental if there is to be anything more than an "anything goes" process.Invisible pink elephants do not exist,because they do not come under the remit of our perceptions,neither can they be intellectually inferred like 11 dimensions.Such notions as "gods" are only one step away from invisible pink elephants,in that people claim to have had "experiences" of them.But people also claim to have been abducted by aliens,seen ghosts,interacted with spirits of dead people etc. all of which are very close to "having had an experience with an invisible pink elephant" and it becomes very difficult to tease this apart from madness,or a drug induced mirage.
If what is true does not fall into a scientific rational enquiry,then anyone can make any claim at all and suggest that it is true and no one can say otherwise.Such a subjective truth cannot be "true" since it does not apply to all. Real truth must apply to everyone regardless of what they believe.Gravity for example,regardless of any posited explanations of bent space etc,applies to everyone,whether they believe it or not.People do not nominally float above the Earth's surface and so the "stickiness" of the Earth is "true" in an objective sense.It is facts such as these that render a scientific methodology more powerful than any other process and what make it definitively different in mind to any supposed "truths". A believer may think he can defeat gravity by mind power,but he can't,merely letting him try and seeing him fail,proves it.It is to the chagrin of those who chide scientific orthodoxy that such things do stand and show that you can believe what you like,but what is true maybe very different from what you would like to believe,as Goss found out,but refused to accept.Such stoicism in the face of evidence is unbecoming of the intellect of a human being -LB]

He was constantly wrestling with these two irreconcilable but necessary polarities.What you get with Hegel is a concentration entirely on the idealist point of view,namely that reality itself is never something that we are going to be able to acquire unless you accept the idea that the human mind isn't a camera,it's something that makes the world up basically.
 [Quantum physics suggests that it's both,in some sense what "is" is both understood and created by our experience and measurement of a "something" that does have a "reality" but that "reality" is inclusive of our own experiences of it.We are not external observers with cameras,but internal participants and observers,which is why it is called a "observer participant universe".We are part of reality not ancillary to it -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Yes,before we move to Hegel,can I just bring the Kant argument across to you Victoria Glendinning? At the end of his life he wrote,"God is not a being outside of me,but merely a thought in me,God is the morally practical self legislative reason.".Does that ring any bells with your reading of the way that God was perceived in Victorian literature?

Victoria Glendinning :  To a certain extent in that a very strong Victorian idea is the idea of duty,and I think perhaps Kant,the trickle down from Kant is that our sense of right and wrong,if you like,is God....

Melvyn Bragg : If we feel laws,there must be a law giver?

Andrew Wilson :  Yes.

Victoria Glendinning : Well exactly.

[This is the same simplistic argument posited by believers with those "How do you explain X then?" questions,which for the most part have either simple or quite complex answers that they've never sought to investigate.The existence of what Richard Dawkins refers do as "designoid" objects- natural objects that look created, prompts the presumption of a creator,as there is so little understanding on behalf of those positing that explanation as to how fantastic natural processes are at creating mathematically related aspects of naturally occurring phenomena.When we see in the natural world things which we identify as requiring human intervention and knowing that we didn't create then,the natural conclusion is to look for an external creator.As Ian Stewart and others have shown,so many processes exist in the natural world that can give rise to such objects from the shell of a Nautilus which can be paralleled with the nth root of unity which mimics its spiral shell to the Fibonacci series embedded in plants such as sunflowers (see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/natsums.html).The idea that a creator is required to facilitate these feats grossly underplays natures capacity for design and creation of its own volition.In a sense an "intelligence" is present in the laws of the universe.No semi-human being is required.Ignorance of how nature achieves these feats,naturally leads to the assumption that some kind of super being is required.Investigating physical processes one is easily impressed with the capacity for spontaneous creation of forms which appear to be created.The oft used analogy of a watch is employed to suggest that nature cannot of its own volition create such organised and even if it did this would violate the 2nd law of thermodynamics of tendency to increase entropy. (see Xoom - entropy.html and "Chaos Frees the Universe" coming soon)
In fact study of the sciences make it so obvious that nature is quite capable of this,that it becomes ludicrous to invoke a super being,notwithstanding the philosophical pointlessness of doing so,since it merely beggars who created the creator -LB]

Andrew Wilson : This is the....

Victoria Glendinning :  Another very good point you make is that it's religious experience that gives rise to theology,rather than vice versa.... 

Andrew Wilson :  No the other way round.Yep.

Victoria Glendinning :   ....and that the actuality that people had felt religious experience has to be dealt with somehow,and one of the most interesting things to me about the trickle down effect is what people did to substitute for a literal belief in a transcendent god,which included weird things like,spiritualism,where you got very respectable prominent intellectuals such a FD Morris,going to these weird seances and table turnings and you see that going right through into our own day.
[Escapologist Harry Houdini was brought in and undermined the many tricks and charlatans that sought to convince people that dead peoples "spirits" were being revealed.Photographs that exists from that time appear laughable hoaxes by today's standards,and are obviously not spirits,which makes you wonder why anyone is taken in by such nonsense nowadays -LB]

The substitutions include sort of,hero worship,which is the Nietzsche and Carlisle situation....

Andrew Wilson :   Yes certainly.

Victoria Glendinning :  ...and hero worship in our own day,even of figures like Princess Diana...

Andrew Wilson :   Yes.

Victoria Glendinning : ...or in your own case the Queen of Denmark! (laughs)

Andrew Wilson :   Yes. I certainly worship the Queen of Denmark,but that's another....that's another movie.But when you're talking about these very,very Victorian as I would think,notions,such as spiritualism,such as Catholic visions,the actual appearance on the Earth of the Virgin Mary to Bernadette and other people during the last century,and she appeared to an Anglican to,to father Ignatius in the Welsh Mountains.
[I can see his house from here! It's funny how no such visions have appeared to people of non-belief,perhaps they "believed" they witnessed such things,but it was all in their mind,without any system of proof,how can one tell? Are we supposed to trust that they are telling the truth? I have seen it snowing in the corner of my house,and seen goblins and stroked a non-existent dog,I had drugs and alcohol in my bloodstream at the time.I wasn't lying,I  was reporting reality as my brain was construing it,but it had no wider reality than inside my head.No one has ever proven to me that such a thing as a "spirit" actually exists,nor have they ever shown that the idea is any more than a product of Cartesian dualism,lingering way past its sell by date as biomechanical processes and mathematical natural explanations show why we are "animated" and what is the source of our seeming provision of something greater than a stone.If spirits do not exist in principle,then no one can have seen them in actuality,and thus there is nothing to tease them apart from a self induced delusion,because the belief is so adamant that it overcomes actuality -LB]

These,which felt at the time like wonderful religious counterblasts to science,are of course like poor Philip Goss and his fossils,there in fact pseudoscientific experiences.What the religious people are saying is that "No we entirely accept...we entirely accept the scientific view,but here is an empirical factual evidence of religion.Whereas in the past,I think someone like St Thomas Aquinas,would say,"Well don't be so silly,there is never going to be an empirical factual definition of faith.Faith is the belief in things unseen".

[That's exactly the mistake of those who choose to argue upon a rational basis the existence of a deity.You either have faith or you don't.If you do,you don't need to argue it's validity,because it has no logical rational validity.The statement "I believe in invisible pink elephants"  can be subject to whether pink elephants can be proven to exist,but it may not change whether someone adheres to the belief if they have had an "experience" of them.This situation reminds me of "Horton hears the Who" where no one believes an elephant's assertion that tiny people exist,and think him mad,until they make enough noise to be heard.
 The point being that those who assert a belief in the "Who" do not see why they should supply a noise from the "Who" or otherwise be thought mad.The noise is "proof" that they exist.The onus is on Horton to supply that proof,otherwise it is just his personal delusion. Further,with knowledge of the brain,we know it is quite capable of conjuring up images and creating patterns where none exist or being fooled by intuitive notions of reality which aren't true or have been deliberately warped (see http://www.geocities.com/omegaman_uk/percept.html) -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I just take a ...almost take a time out from this historical romp,just to talk about the idea which Victoria raised of there being let us say a need for experience which hitherto has been called religious? Is that in itself some sort of validation of religion,do you think? Victoria first.

[This is the argument that goes "There are so many of us that believe,there must be some truth in it".Yes and no. Man witnessed nature early on and saw what appeared to be creation and capricious acts,and saw himself as the only type of entity capable of this type of event.Thus the moon and stars became gods,trees and plants and water had sprites in them,in order to explain the dynamics of the natural world.In the sense that we have a relationship with nature,because we are a product of it,our spirituality is valid,and the means to religion is very much connected with the deep ancestral roots of things like "The Harmony of the Spheres" culture and artwork reflecting our beliefs and ideas about the environment.When it becomes orthodox worship though and posits assertions which are clearly not true and entrenches people's ideas into dogma and fosters actions that are value laden then it has transgressed into a detriment as opposed to a celebration.Lyall Watson's "Supernature" perhaps sheds some light on why human beings as a species have sought to find and engineer in the engineering.They see a thread much bigger than themselves and iconify it.It is the iconography that is wrong.We should celebrate the engineering,there is no engineer,no artificer.A look back in history shows that god myths have been invoked to explain non-linear dynamics,the capacity of systems to exhibit behaviour that emerges from a system but is in essence independent of any one component.This is a hard concept to grasp,especially for the non-scientific, since (like many scientific things) it is counter intuitive.The arrangement of seeds in a sunflower appears engineered having a mathematical arrangement,but it can be shown that this is to maximise the number of seeds on the head and thus maximise survival chances.The apparent engineering is an emergent property of the attempt to maximise,and those that maximise have greater propensity to survive and so pass on this trait to the next generation who may do it better.
 Our own capacities emerge from the combination of many complex systems,but may not be beholden to any one of them.Many believers find disfavour with a reductionist view that seeks to explain man's "soul" or provision for great deeds.But an emergent explanation does not "reduce it to nothing more than" or "merely" something,it heralds it as a truly new property of a complex system.Indeed perhaps Conway's "Life" demonstrates how we are caught up in the definition of reality. The capacity of "walking" emerges in his system of three rules but only really exists as a definitive property because a human mind defines the capacity of walking to be the same being existing somewhere else at a later time under its own power.As far as the rules are concerned this is just another arrangement of a set of cells,it is us that notice its difference and find an analogy with real world beings.Another example is "Langton's Ant" whose provision for capriciousness is both deterministic and unpredictable.(see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/langton.html) The apparent paradox of being subject to an algorithm and being unpredictable foxes those stuck with old versions of scientific orthodoxy.Modern non-linear processes and emergent phenomena are quite capable of explaining those things thought to require intervention from without,such as "mind".God is truly dead,long live man -LB]

Victoria Glendinning : Well I don't know,Andrew is very interesting about this because it seems to slip with you between the lines of your intellectual argument.You talk about how -and I agree with you - how human beings are natural adorers,

[Whilst this may be the case,and it might be impossible to get rid of it (and we might ask whether it should be attempted or whether it provides some actual role),the provision of hero worship undermines the capacity of self worth. It says "This person is better than me,I would like to be them" or "They are really so great,they are beyond anything I could do,I can only fawn in their presence".Is anyone really worth such adulation? Should we diminish ourselves so much by comparing ourselves in this way? Is it good for us to put pop stars on pedestals and have them shape our destinies? Maybe John Lennon was as good an icon as Ghandi,maybe not,but there is an element of slavishness in following a leader,deserving or not.The capacity to be an individual is undermined by hero worship,in a religious sense as well  as a social sense.In both cases adherents wear the same clothes or have the same philosophy.I'm not immune.I oft quote Neil Peart,partly because he quotes my heroes such as Oscar Wilde and his working in of the writings of Mark Twain,amongst others,his propensity to allude to films of a particular genre taking certain stances on truth and justice and the capacity of being a "good individual" who is perhaps thoughtful contemplative and not judgmental. But I don't want to be him,and I am cognisant of the fact that he'd find idolisation distasteful,which is in contrast to those who seek fame and notoriety by espousing short sound bites with no actual content.Such affiliation works if it inspires to higher ideals,but it is a value judgement as to what is "higher".For myself I think it is better to think about what is a higher ideal than to follow some idol who says he knows what a higher ideal is.For the most part those who become modern idols are doing neither,and do not deserve the position they are propelled to -LB]

and that the human race can get rid of Christianity,but it can't lose its capacity for worship,and you have a wonderful phrase how the gym crack shrines contained truths,and what do we mean by this?

Andrew Wilson :   Well I mean I think that all the great religions of the world contain deep truths both about ourselves and about the nature of things.
 [I doubt it.The universe being created from congealed blood or transcendental sperm or someone's breast milk is hardly a deep truth -LB]

Otherwise they couldn't possibly have survived and indeed nurtured not merely virtuous lives but great intellects.

[I contest this.It is quite possible for a "meme" to continue even though it serves no useful purpose or is actually a detriment or based on falsities as long as it has a strong enough "copy me" rule.Richard Dawkins uses the example of a backwards facing baseball cap.This meme (social virus) spread,but it was entirely pointless,other than conveying "coolness" or "trendiness" (supposedly) upon the wearer,it was also the signature of the membership of a club of like minded people,and also there was nothing actually stopping it from existing.This latter idea is much underplayed in terms of evolution.Dawkins has been at loggerheads with Brian Goodwin over the idea that something can survive by default,because it confers no detriment.Gayness might be an example,an appendix might be another. Goodwin in actual fact uses Kant and the clock as a mechanism idea in explaining himself (see "Perspectives in Ethology" Vol 2 Behavioural Design "What is an organism? A Discussion).It is possible that religion exists because nothing challenged it,but given science's presumed challenge,it seems to need something more.It has this something more.
It has a very strong "Believe and do not question" meme a "Do not doubt that your belief is true" axiom,and before now,heresy was met with imprisonment or death,indeed many prescientists suffered exactly this fate for daring to question the orthodoxy.This "ignorance is bliss,or else" mantra is enough to keep it in place whether or not it contains truths.So we cannot assume that it does contain truths merely because it exists.If it is adopted by the majority,that is proof enough to me of its invalidity.In pure Darwinian terms it is not a good survival stratagem to question an orthodoxy that will kill you if you question it.These days one will merely receive social stigmatisation for not remaining within camp.Jews and Hindus prefer marriages within religions.There are many social processes maintaining a religion regardless of any truth.So there is no validity from longevity or majority -LB]

I mean I mentioned Thomas Aquinas,but I mean the whole history of Christianity is a history of intellectuals far greater than any of us sitting round this table.

[Its also a history of Christians and Moslems burning the Library at Alexandria the then biggest repository of mankind's accumulated knowledge,hardly the action of "intellectuals".Having said that Mr Bronowski's "Ascent of Man" currently running on the OU,reiterated the contribution made by  Moslems to such thinking as Algebra and Arithmetic and Astronomy,and in some sense the cultural ideas of how man related to the universe are entangled in why such progresses were made.But I contest that orthodox worshipping of idols was necessary to this process. One need not have a "god" per se, in order to "know god's mind",if we had literally understood what nature was in the first instance,instead of making a godhead in our own image,perhaps it would still have worked and perhaps better.Indeed one might ask just how much an individuals religious convictions had anything to do with their intellectual contributions.Goss shown here,seemingly did science regardless of what he believed,but I think prior to now there was not such a distinction that we make.Astrology and Astronomy were the same practice.Alchemy and what might have been seen as "witchcraft" are now science.Indeed in "Black and White Magic" Bronowski traces the history and development of what was seen as "magic" before and "science" now.Some people still think science is magic,and today scientists exists who have religious belief,which does not seem to impede their science,nor does it seem to drive it.In some cases (Russsell Stannard) the science is warped to fit their beliefs,and in others science goes on alongside belief without antagonism (Paul Davies). Either way religion does not seem to enhance their capacity to intellectualise.
 It seems to me that the role of the religious intellectual has been to pour scorn and ridicule on any idea that upset the belief system,or to act as antagonist to other views.An escapade recounted in "The Mathematical Experience" serves as an example. Bishop Berkeley criticised Newton's infinitesimals in "The Analyst" in 1734. He addressed it to "an infidel mathematician" who is supposed to have been Edward Halley.
 Halley is said to have persuaded a friend of Berkeley's of the "inconceivability of the doctrines of Christianity";the Bishop responded that Newton's fluxions were as "obscure,repugnant and precarious" as any point in the divinity." Suggesting that he was saying "Your assertions are only as daft as mine",which is the carping and mudslinging of a Christian "intellectual".He goes on:-
"I shall claim the privilege of a Free-thinker,and take the liberty to inquire into the object,principles,and method of demonstration admitted by the mathematicians of the present date,with the same freedom that you presume to treat the principles and mysteries of Religion." Ganders and geese come to mind.
 Berkeley was taking issue with 32 +16dt being the same as 32 he called it "unintelligible".Mathematicians use the notion of "tends to.....as a limit" to deal with this.Clearly Berkeley's Christian intellect was not up to the job of dealing with infinity or infinitesimal.Of course X+N at first sight cannot be the same as X unless N=0 and the role Berkeley appears to be playing is one of "stating the obvious".But esoteric ideas are counter intuitive,and what at first may appear obvious may not in fact be the case.The idea of "tends to 0" perhaps helps,but somebody had to take issue with this idea,and one might ask whether or not they needed to be a bishop.Perhaps the only reason that this was the case is that prior to know the religious held elite positions of power and were educated by default.It is thus no wonder that contributions came form people who happened to be religious.
Many modern methods exploit differential calculus and the principles which Newton pioneered,and one wonders how the Bishop would deal with the fact that what was "unintelligible" to him is regularly used to create many modern objects and processes.Could it be that it was merely his lack of intellect or at the very least lack of foresight or insight? This example perhaps exemplifies the difference in vision between a truly deep thinker and those of religious background who aspire to the same level. No doubt there have been many great contributions from religious people,but I think this has been regardless of their faith,rather than because of it -LB]

And we're not saying they were fools who hadn't read Darwin's "Origin of  Species" or something of that kind,and therefore were stuck in the dark ages.They were tapping into something which was very deep about human nature itself.......one of the reasons....

Melvyn Bragg :  So what does it tell you....? What conclusions do you draw from...not only from the intellectuals,but from non-intellectuals who....

Andrew Wilson :    No but that's why I love William James,which was at the end of the 19th century,when people were saying,you know,science or biblical (indistinct),has blown religion out of the water,he says "Hold on a bit,not only are there all these great people,St Augustine etc,who have defended religion,but also your average man and woman,for the most part,at some stage in his life,has had an experience which we might deem to be religious",and these experiences if you're an empirical philosopher have to be taken account of.We are religious beings,and when you get rid of religion you don't necessarily get rid of the need to adore and worship and then you have hero worship,leading to National Socialism,and all sorts of undesirable things very often.
[There's one example of how pandering to someone else as opposed to the self can have disastrous consequences.If we led as opposed to followed and thought for ourselves instead of listening to gobs on sticks,perhaps this wouldn't happen. How about Brewster's Millions "Vote for 'none of the above' "? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : But let's come back to this.....

Andrew Wilson :   Yeh.

Melvyn Bragg : From Kant we go to Hegel,and Hegel seemed to establish the idea that history,time,religion were all human constructs,and as it were,we didn't need a god to put those in place.

Andrew Wilson :  Well he writes in such a vague woolly way,that it's very hard sometimes to know what Hegel means.But one of the most important of his ideas,which is very easy to grasp,is that at different ages,I mean the famous phrase the "Zeitgeist",we think and feel and respond to things in particular ways inevitably.We're now in the 21st century,we can't,however much we might like to,go round thinking in the way the Victorians thought,or the way that the 18th century thought.

[Jonathan Meades today showed how we look to our past rather that our future in terms of architecture.He ended the programme by getting into his Citroen whose wheels promptly folded away "Back to the Future" DeLorean style,and played out with the "Terminator" theme tune.The idea that we can squeeze modern society into a halcyon rose-coloured spectacle past is naive.Socially architecturally,artistically,technologically etc we should be looking to the future,dealing with issues such as GM and not looking back,save to learn the lessons of history so we do not repeat mistakes.We cannot look to old societies for moral leadership or lessons.We face new problems that they did not face,and we have to create new processes to deal with them -LB]

And what he believed was that in the time of his own lifetime,the world had changed,and the modern had come into being,you'd had the French revolution and everything else,and this had materially and completely changed the way that we look at the world,and it had made God himself seem like a human construct,but nonetheless of course,Hegel took a tremendously mystical and as we would think,a rather religious view of the movement of time.

Victoria Glendinning :  But no belief becomes living belief,until lots and lots people believe it,I mean in the early days,say of evolution theory,it would have been sort of held dear,by a very few people.Now we were discussing a little bit how things move along,now it would be the...apart from a sort of...long lasting battles,especially in the United States between creationists and evolutionists,now that would be part of the common psyche [Because most people are convinced by the evidence and are rationalising that it must be true,which shows that it is fundamental,and therefore anyone attempting to rationalise a belief in gods is fundamentally flawed,in the first instance for attempting to do so,and in the second for reaching the wrong conclusion -LB].

Andrew Wilson :  Yes,my belief actually is that Darwinism itself,I'm not saying whether I believe it or not [Arrgh it's not a matter of belief! You are either convinced by the evidence or not.Science is not a belief system one is not at liberty to choose upon one's own whims whether one affiliates oneself with the view.You accept it because it shows itself to be a good working hypothesis,"it works".Whether you believe it or not is irrelevant -LB] 
I think if we were having this discussion in 20 years time,people will look back and say "Wasn't it strange in those days when everybody thought that Richard Dawkins...was...was...was

Victoria Glendinning :   Or not about that,but something else,we don't know.

Andrew Wilson :  ...was completely believable because we can now see that it wasn't necessarily true.

[Andrew is some kind of a half wit if he thinks that science progresses by positing what is "true",nor does it get by with being "believed".This is totally the wrong way to understand science as a process.He (as others) is making an analogy with the way other methodologies arrive at their assertions.Science is different in a fundamental respect.No one is asked to put aside their incredulity and accept as an act of faith as with other doctrines.One must be convinced by what is explained by appealing to the intellect.Thus 11 dimensions may seem as "unintelligible" as 32 +16dt was to Berkeley,this does not mean that it cannot have function or relevance,and no one need suggest that it is "true",it merely explains what is observed in a coherent fashion.
Dawkins cannot be wrong because he never claimed to be right,any more than Newton claimed that his "universal laws of gravitation" are actually how gravity functions.The measurement of 9.8ms^2 is a fact whether or not anyone "believes" it,it is not dependent upon belief,and because it is not dependent upon any person it is all the more likely to be true.Darwinism or natural selection is observed to be happening and whether or not Dawkins hard Darwinism is actually the case,something like it is readily apparent.Likewise,Newton has been updated by Einstein.Newton wasn't wrong he merely supplied a good model that worked,and Einstein appended certain things to that model.Chaos theory undermines Newton to a certain extent in that a "clockwork universe" is impossible,but nevertheless Newton's laws still apply within certain contexts and constraints.One would have to be some kind of numskull not to accept that some kind of dynamic change and selection was at large in the natural world.Via DNA and the fact that some creatures die and some survive,the essence of Darwin and thus Dawkins is correct,and it would be some huge paradigm change on a time period much longer than 20 years that judged it to be a highly inaccurate description -LB]

Or something else as you say.

Victoria Glendinning :  Yes.

Andrew Wilson : Just as now we have Freud is...I mean he was taken to be a completely accurate scientific picture of human nature,and now people have the gravest doubts about Freud.

[Actually,that's not true,whilst some of the things Freud posited were clearly culturally and chronologically influenced,many of his ideas continue to have influence,and are finding favour again with such frontier brain scientists as Sue Greenfield.The human mind is notorious for its capacity for subjective speculation and within this I think Freud did quite a good job within what was conceivably capable taking into account his male dominated society and the limitations of technology.The "grave doubts" seem to be fostered amongst psychology tutors who are going off word of mouth of rumours from other lecturers rather than any actual reservations (other than the obvious) about his work.It's notable that in suggesting that Freud is inadequate in some respect,those dissenters are not in any position to posit anything anywhere near his capability that should replace it.Any other theories either suffer from worse or the same inadequacies.Quite probably there is a cultural element to what is accepted now,and such things as political correctness will influence what theories are adopted and which rejected. It's possible (however unlikely) that we are viewing Freud through the eyes of women's lib,equality,sexual liberty coupled with angst,and finding him wanting purely out of time elapsed and social changes compared with his own times.
 A good scientific theory should be independent of these influences,and is perhaps why Darwin is still influential.His theory would stand if made today.Freud's perhaps suffer more in this respect,but inevitably so.He is dealing with a socially and culturally influenced phenomenon,and it must be very difficult to be objective about something in which you are immersed.
 By analogy Darwin created the principle of winged flight,Freud by comparison created a theory of single prop biplanes.It's obvious that as time wears on,biplanes will be replaced with jet engines.It's not so obvious that wings will be replaced by say,antigravity propulsion.It is that kind of paradigm shift that would have to happen to find Darwin wanting.Freud is found wanting merely because his theories are tainted by him being a human being alive in a culture and in history.
Andrew's attitude,as with others,misses the point about science,running its contributors down for "failures" or "being wrong",science is dynamic not static.The static truths of other disciplines are irrelevant because they do not reflect the dynamic nature of life.Science DOES reflect the dynamic nature of life,their isn't supposed to be a "truth" that sits for all time without erosion.The whole point in science is that it is mutable,it's given to reshaping and remoulding.Once the orbits of planets were gods,then they travelled in circles,and then ellipses,now they are ellipses with chaotic capacity,which is true? Which more accurately reflects what is happening to elicit a useful guide? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I come to another point though? We've talked about well,just skimmed the surface of various individual thinkers,but might it have been the forces of industrialisation in Victorian times,Marx's idea about the economy making everything,the ...Engles observation that the workers are not religious and do not attend church talking about the English workers in 1844,might it not have been those groundswell of forces which were more responsible for the indifference,the growing indifference to God,or as responsible as anything that trickled down from the top?

Victoria Glendinning :  Yes,I think there are always two things going on at once,[Just two?!-LB] I mean with the new cities growing up and the rings and rings of new industrial suburbs round the old cities,it was in fact the greatest era of church building probably since the medieval time.Every new suburb,every new street corner had its church.....

Andrew Wilson :  Yes but Victoria,who went?

Victoria Glendinning : ....exactly they weren't going [So why were they being built? The church wasting taxpayers money as usual,or was it an attempt to claw back God from the dead? Or an attempt to get spirituality amongst "dehumanising" industrialisation? -LB],the respectful middle classes went.

Andrew Wilson : We know from abundant records kept by the Victorians,of the behaviour and customs and beliefs of the working class that with very few exceptions in Calvinistic Methodism is some places and Roman Catholicism in others,the working class,as Engles noticed,didn't go to church.Far from religion being the opium of the people,it was (laughs)...it just meant nothing at all.Read Mayhew's accounts of the costermongers and the street sellers in London,they didn't even know what went on in St Paul's Cathedral!

Victoria Glendinning :  What's interesting is that people also always find an opium,in that nowadays prosperity is the opium of the people.

[That is so totally true.It's got so everyone who appears on talk shows speaks of not being loved in terms of materials or finances "My mother doesn't love me,she never buys me anything".Not being one to follow the masses or succumb to its opiates I do not aspire to prosper,only to live long,so by Vulcan reckoning I'm entitled to stick two fingers up at people,as a sign of acknowledgement! -LB]

In that if you have enough....

Andrew Wilson :  Well this is the great paradox of my story,really the death of God or the death of religion whichever you think it is,that in the 19th century people were too tired and too ill and too persecuted as industrial proles to have any time at all for the sort of discussion we're having now,and now most of us are too prosperous,for us to worry about it.

[Perhaps that explains the predominance of religion in poor countries.Many of the countries suffering starvation or subject to floods,are those that were indoctrinated by missionaries,and they should have less time on their hands to consider spiritual values.This seems to contradict Maslow's "hierarchy of needs".Those people living a hand to mouth existence have spiritual values,and we paradoxically materially well off should have the time for this contemplation but do not,because we are all aspiring (nearly all) to "more,more,more" without any of the consideration of the value of it.Martin Kemp the actor recently said on TV,that after two brain tumours, his priorities had refocusses onto his children,and he had become more laid back and he placed less emphasis on the onwards and upwards.It perhaps speaks volumes that it takes two brain tumours to focus someone's attention away from materials and finances,and also he's an idol to some.
 We were sold a dream by Thatch,that the horn of plenty would overflow like a bottomless pit,but as usual this exempted the underprivileged,and gave more to those who already had.It's now part of the culture to aspire to wealth,so much so that video of criminals stealing pervades TV,and all the finger waggers are wondering what the mentality is of people like this.It's obvious,it's the same as everyone else's,it's just not ass easy for them when they start from a position of no wealth at all.I find it highly hypocritical for (especially) a Labour government to target DSS fraudsters,whilst driving two jaguars and limousines.Who do they think they are kidding? Are they entitled to special wealth.Maybe if they took a pay cut,no one would need to defraud the DSS.But no,they target the underprivileged rather than look to their own house.Wealth is their opium too.Money is their God.God is dead,money has taken his place.Bizarrely the ones who had any power to do anything about it,the church,are also financially privileged,and hypocritical,and resort to the kind of silly value judgements made recently by one of our own bishops that marriage's purpose is to produce children.I sometimes wonder whether any intelligent people exit public schools into any walk of life,clerical,political or financial. Their one and only lesson appears to be Prince Philip 101-"How to stick your foot in your mouth" -LB]

Whereas I think Melvyn,your friend,William Wordsworth,in ...up in the Fells,was close to God with his mountains and his sky and lakes.
[Wrong-He was close to NATURE,and saw them as one and the same.God is but and icon for the natural world and what we don't know about it.Romantics (poets) have a tendency for such relation,which is why Whitman alluded to the stars as he did.But he was WRONG.Moreover he was diminishing his experience as a human being and his potential to be poetic about it.There is romantic conception and there is romantic MISconception. The stars are not pinpricks in velvet no matter what anyone says,and regardless of how nice it might be to think of them like that.One might ask why it is considered "nice" to contemplate untruths (lies) as truths.Perhaps its because romantics cannot deal with reality and seek to escape it by making up fairy tales.If they got away from their irrational revulsion and actually had a relationship with reality,they might find its not as cold and stark as they "believe" it is. It's notable that many of the fantastic stories in our culture emanate from the Sci-Fi genre and many of the biggest grossing films are based on some premise that has foundation in scientific theory,I find it odd then that there is at once a distrust of science whilst a fascination with where extreme ends of its thinking could lead.
 Time travel,genetic mutants,robots that think,clones,black holes,alien life have all been well utilised as sources for fantasy scenarios and been well received,dystopian or not,purely because of the nature of the ideas.Why then a revulsion for the ideas themselves? Because they are steeped in the mathematical hieroglyphs? If people readily accommodate such ideas second hand,how much more might they enjoy them first hand? What if they had the same enthusiasm for the maths of an N-body system as they might find allure in the lyricism of a verse alluding to starlight as pinpricks on velvet? Or for a blockbuster movie? Is it so impossible? -LB]

And probably agricultural workers are more likely to have been religious,and people just ground down from the sheer misery horror and tiringness of industrial life [So did we have a halcyon past or not? -LB],and I think that's such a big subject that I mean it almost makes one weep to think of it ,but the idea of having a religious discussion with people like that is almost ridiculous.

Victoria Glendinning :  But that is the very ground where Wesley and evangelical Christianity found its roots.

[Apparently "cleanliness is next to Godliness" is attributed to Wesley,if that's so I find it hard to imagine all those agricultural peeps being very close to God.Digging in soil doesn't seem like the most holy of occupations upon that assertion -LB]

Andrew Wilson :  Yes and we like to say "Oh yes Wesley stopped us having a revolution in this country,and the working classes were all madly religious really".The truth is that only a tiny proportion of people believed or went to church or had any interest in religion,then or now.

Melvyn Bragg :  As you went up to the Lake District Andrew,for which I'm very grateful,we'll stick there with John Ruskin,who was worried.....made anxious by geologists,and when we think of science undermining religion today,we don't reach out first for geology [!-LB],and yet that was a very.....

Andrew Wilson : It was a great worry,he wrote to his friend Dr Ackland,that those dreadful hammers,he thought that they were hammering away at every verse of the bible.Ruskin had been brought up to be an absolute died-in-the-wool conservative evangelical by his mother [Why couldn't he think for himself? -LB],and they read verse by verse,they read the bible,aloud  to one another when they got to the end of Revelation [Another "deep truth"? -LB],and St John The Divine,they went back to read the book of Genesis,all the way through his life,not just his childhood,and I think he more or less,until he was about 30,believed it all,in the way that,perhaps somebody in the Baptist,Southern Baptist might believe it now [It was that bad,eh? -LB].Then little by little,partly though his passion for geology,partly through simply reading and thinking

[It's odd isn't it that the religious herald their own scholars as making great contributions to human thought whilst chiding the pure pursuit of academic research as unholy.Either knowledge is good or bad,it can't be both (oops I forgot we're dealing with faith,mutually exclusive things can coexist-perhaps God is Schrodinger's Cat).
Intellectual knowledge has systematically undermined religion,so are Christian scholars doing the devil's work? -LB]

He did lose his faith,but he then went on further,which is why Ruskin is one of my great heroes,to see that,as we've said already,human beings can't live without faith,and he began to understand  in his own idiosyncratic and slightly mad way,what faith is,I think,and he managed to explain it,in wonderful ways and he managed...the reason I like him,not only did he hang on in a slightly batty way to some form of faith [Is there another way to hang onto it? -LB],though of course it isn't Christianity,but he managed to undermine people's faith in science.

[That shouldn't be hard,they shouldn't have had any in the first place.The phrase is oxymoronic,faith and science is like saying amoeba and book,they are two unrelated phenomena.If people develop a faith in science it is only because they are seeking to understand it in the way Andrew refers to it as something to be "trusted" or "believed".It doesn't function like that.So if anyone had this relationship,it should be hard to undermine,because it's the wrong one -LB]

And he was one of the great crusaders against Darwin [He was an imbecile then in the sense that Berkeley was. Taking issue with Darwin is like saying "The sky is not up",its all very well for a metaphysical argument about the definition of "up",but it's rather foolish to contest something so self evident.Indeed many post Darwin thinkers have remarked at how odd it was that nobody before him noticed what he did -LB].

Victoria Glendinning : Something else that undermined people's faith in science again back to fiction,was books like Mary Shelley's "Frankeinstein",

[Yes a great work of romantic fiction,but look what damage its done to the view of science in the public arena. One might wonder whether their is a gender issue,and ask whether the book was written because science offended the female sensibilities,much as small boys chastise small creatures to be met with "Don't be cruel" by small girls. Or could the same critique have been penned by a male romantic? Either way,the headlines now speak of "Frankeinstein foods" because of this fear planted in the public psyche,an irrational fear.
Or are we hearing the female emotional biased voice telling us to be careful of the monster from the Id,and perhaps a female voice is more sensitive to these considerations?
 Do we really have to be watching our backs and walking on eggshells all the time? Can we not have some confidence and self assurance? We can practically reconstruct a human being,leave the planet,travel round it in hours,survive terrible heat,cold,pressure,vacuum,speak to each other and see pictures at the speed of light,send messages through the air,store vast volumes of data on microscopic materials,and we're still here with no monsters having bit back.Germs are no more a threat than they've always been save potential superbugs,for which antidotes are in the pipeline.What's to be scared of? -LB]

which gave a great sort of stereotype of the mad,bad,evil scientist [If Freud is judged wanting from his place in history,why is not Shelley judged wanting also,for being a product of her times? -LB],and that touched something in the psyche of the terrified readership,which they didn't know was there,and it still does.


Andrew Wilson :   Yeah.

Victoria Glendinning :  But the thing about Ruskin,seems to me,that it reminds us how - you talked about how he read the bible,with his mother - how very much the story we're telling this morning is a Protestant story, because for Roman Catholics the bible was not something that had to be read all the time,it fact it was rather discouraged,I believe.

[As an indication of the kind of damage that religion does,I was once asked by a young girl who was an acquaintance "What are you?" I didn't understand the question,and said so,it turned out she meant "What denomination are you?".I informed her that I had no denomination,and enquired what she was herself and why it was so necessary to be one.Her parents stopped her from associating with us after that.That's how religion maintains itself regardless of whether it serves any useful purpose.Like a virus it says "copy me",and whenever any detergent is in the offing,it runs for the hills,not a good survival strategy,but it does work -LB]

Andrew Wilson : It was on the index (Victoria laughs)!

Victoria Glendinning :   So what we're discussing is a crisis in a kind of rather mild sect of Christianity.

Andrew Wilson : That's true to a certain extent,but unbelief was sweeping across Europe in a huge way,and the Protestant biblical scholarship,got into the mind of  Ernest Rannel (?) for example and his "Life of Jesus" -La Vie de Jesu was one of the greatest bestsellers of all time,and did lead to a tremendous crisis of faith among Catholics.

Melvyn Bragg : Andrew says at the beginning of his book,"This is a story of bereavement,as much as adventure.Do you see the bereavement in Victorian culture Victoria?

Victoria Glendinning : Yes I do,and I think it's one of the hardest things for us to empathise,this real terror of having the ground taken away from under your feet,and I think that we haven't got quite anything like it now.I think the loss of the father the loss of the father figure structure,can be seen in a sort of very ghostly echo in the conservative with a small "c" clinging to the family values,and that kind of thing,because it's always part of the parcel.

[Exactly they've lost their patriarchal icon,they no longer have a male icon with which to beat people into submission,and suggest that if they don't do as they're told they'll get come uppance in heaven.Of course they rue the lax morality that comes with it.They'd much rather there be "a bit of discipline" (derivation- "disciple"?) and it is the same silly thinking at large in our government left and right.The bluff has been called and nothing happened,and the rouse that is the myth of the terrible ogre in the sky as been undone.It is now necessary to discern what our moral authority is to be.This question has I think been around since the German philosophers announced God's death,and we've been sitting on our hands ever since.With such a gap of morality there is open field for anyone to impose their system,and someone will if no action is taken.We are already seeing the effects of lack of morality.Channel 5 is scorning Channel 4 for its hypocrisy over screening sex and calling it "art".Channel 5's answer : "Screen sex and call it sex",at least they're not hypocrites. Talk shows try to explain what is wrong to have lax morals or toy with people's feelings and are rebuffed with "Who are you to tell me how to live my life?".I'm not sympathetic to Mary Whitehouse,neither am I for censorship,but we are rapidly deteriorating into an unhealthy preoccupation with sex,death,money,and food.Systematically bludgeoning the 7 deadly sins by over indulgence.Where is our restraint? Why are we so hot to enjoy life and have a ball before dying? Is hedonism so good that we thrust our selves headlong into a pit of Caligula-like proportions in order to satisfy a child-like fetish for fantasy? Too much of anything is bad.Where is the balance? Where is decorum, good taste,higher aspiration,nobility? Where are these attributes shown on TV? The only time I see them is when a science programme is on or when a film is screened that Neil Peart has probably already referred to.
Is Jerry Springer leading the way? Jer-ry Jer-ry "We love ya Jer" you're doing what God failed to do fill your church with adoring fans.Is anyone scared yet? -LB]

I think what they find very difficult,which only exceptional people could do,I'm thinking of Keats now,he said that human task was what he called "negative capability",that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainty and doubt and mystery without any irritable reaching after fact to reason. [At risk of dismissing another historical exemplar- another romantic fruitloop then? (I'm just winding you up) -LB]

Andrew Wilson : That's a very rare quality to have,and I think most of us...I mean I certainly share the Victorian aching sense of loss for the disappearance of God.

[Well you're an idiot then.It's bizarre isn't it that without any proof one way or the other,God's death is acknowledged even by believers,as long as they have the intellect to appreciate that his demise is both inevitable and necessary to the social growing up of a society.This does not stop even intellectuals from feeling sorrow.But why mourn a myth? Why worry about the loss of a ball and chain? The only worries I have are those above,of in lieu of no moral authority whence shall come our alternative if any? -LB]

I mean for many people,to numerous to name,it did mean the loss of everything,it meant the loss of careers and so on,these brave clergymen giving up their livings.When you think of George Eliot translating  Life of Jesus" which undermined faith,with tears streaming down her cheeks

[That's odd,George Eliot also sought to work scientific premises into her work according to one source -LB]

and when she reached his debunking scenes of the crucifixion she couldn't bear it.I mean she sobbed in front of her relief of the scene of the passion.

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I just bring it- for the last few minutes to today? There's still the question that Christians,religious Christians ask,is that "Well science can solve the how questions,but not the why questions.Why are we here? Why are we like this?"

[The fact is they look to science to point to its inadequacy in this respect,but science isn't all powerful nor is it meant to be,"Why?" is not its remit,that's philosophy's remit,and it's an indication of how powerful it is assumed to be that it is looked to for all answers.Surprisingly it has made great inroads into areas that are not its remit and resolved some questions that have foxed philosophers.The myth is that religion has come anywhere near answering the same questions.Someone said something like "Science has achieved more in a few hundred years,than religion has in two thousand".The fact is those questions remain,and religion has done nothing about them,nor is it equipped to do so.It is as impotent and dead as the God it worships.We may always be faced with those questions,but I guarantee that religion will never make any attempts to deal with them.Science on the other hand almost answers them by accident,or serendipity without even trying.It trips over a philosophical answer whilst looking for something else.An example is the "What are we for?" question. Quantum Physics has accidentally supplied the answer "To witness the universe so it can be known".Of course one can ask "Why does it need to be known?" etc ad infinitum,but the point is such an answer was not being sought.
 Science isn't all powerful,but its way more powerful as a means to discovery than religion will ever be.Religion exists upon the premise "Don't ask questions,you might not like the answers" and dwells on fear and ignorance,superstition and nonsense,as the spiritualist movement is testimony -LB]

And those questions are interesting,and not easily swept aside,Andrew Wilson?

Andrew Wilson :  I wouldn't wish to sweep them aside,but what I think is dangerous for Christians,is for them to think that they are in the possession of the same kind of hard scientific truths which I for one and John Ruskin for another,would think were impossible,and the trouble with Christianity,is it held on to quite falsifiable and false historical claims.It claimed that Jesus started the church and instituted the sacraments and so on,and you can demonstrate that this is highly improbable,at the very least.

[And what method of demonstration would you use to justify that statement Andrew? Rational interrogation of evidence perhaps? Would that show that the improbability was "true" and that you were right? Or should we just accept what you say and "believe" it and "trust" you? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  What's your reaction to it can answer...the science can answer the how but not the why questions? Richard Dawkins for instance says "Well  there need be no 'Why?'questions".....

Andrew Wilson : Well I quite agree with him about that.

Victoria Glendinning :  Well I think that you talked about "hard science".I think science has been shown all ..to be unhard almost as theology,in that theories are overturned with regularity,and I think what may happen,we said we don't know what will seem ridiculous 100 years on,that science and metaphysics may come to be much more close,maybe almost the same thing when we know enough.As they were hundreds and hundreds of years ago when we knew absolutely nothing,and it was condemned as "magical thinking" to
[Exactly -LB]

Andrew Wilson : But we don't know anything,that's the other illusion about science. [Rubbish,you might be a know nothing,but I'm not,speak for yourself -LB]
Most of us can't  understand what scientists are talking about. [Your ignorance is not an illusion,neither is my knowledge -LB]

Victoria Glendinning :  Absolutely not.  [Here's that cultural snobbery again,professing ignorance like it's an asset.They can quote Keats and Wordsworth,but don't know square one about physics,typical.How dare they presume to judge what science is and isn't capable of whilst heralding their own inadequate understanding of what it is saying.This is a typical rouse of believers chiding science for what it isn't whilst confessing that they haven't the slightest notion of it's precepts.Arguing from a position of ignorance is not a tenable position.Even Bishop Berkeley had the good sense to actually understand the things he was taking issue with.By all accounts he was quite capable of conversing and taking apart the most esoteric of ideas.Believers should learn a lesson from him,that in order to take issue with something you first have to know what you're talking about.
 I do not outlaw religious texts from my attentions for the same reason -LB]

Andrew Wilson : And when Lord Tennyson said "What am I,an infant crying in the night,an infant crying for the light,and with no language but a cry",that's what we are.

[No that's the weak and frail and diminishing image that religion fosters in people's minds.We are not impotent, we are not children,we are responsible adult human beings with intellect.The religious would have it that we have lost our father in the sky and should start crying an babbling like a small child lost in  dark wood.Well we're not so pathetic.The religious might wish to be so inadequate,but I don't.Human beings are capable,and should be strident and bold,and without fear.This nonsense of withering away with heads in the sand and bawling like a baby are pathetic -LB]

And the idea that we've understood Steven Hawking's book,or indeed anything at all is complete illusion. [For you inadequate intellect perhaps Andrew,some of us have the capacity to deal with light cones,and can get past the notorious page that foxed Ken Campbell.Just because YOU can't understand something doesn't mean it can't be understood you pompous ass,it just means the idea that YOU can understand things is an illusion -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  I agree with that. [Mel you backstabber! You turncoat,you snake in the grass,how dare you bottle out on me now! -LB]

Andrew Wilson : We take science on trust,just as people used to take religion on trust. [That maybe what the populace actually do,but it's not what should be done in order to facilitate an understanding of it.Indeed you can't have an understanding of it if your basis is trust and faith.It is an anathema to those things.It doesn't work like that.As long as people pose "Why should I believe that there are 11 dimensions?" type questions,they will be on a highway to nowhere.It's not a matter of trust or belief,it's a matter of understanding.If you read and digest,it becomes evident that 11 dimensions are necessary within the context of a certain explanation.If you agree with the explanation,then it is necessary to assume that 11 dimensions are necessary.

In an everyday example,if it was an act of trust,that a car travelled by means of a series of controlled explosions,which do not seem to be readily apparent externally,and someone proffered an explanation for the cars motion which involved controlled explosions,and you accept that the explanation is tenable,then it is necessary to accept that controlled explosions are part and parcel of the explanation.You may find the idea fantastic that what normally blows things to pieces is being controlled and harnessed in such a fashion but the car is obviously in motion,and something is evidently powering it.If it is taken on trust then you are no better than having religious faith,but if you understand why controlled explosions are inherent in the explanation then you have knowledge,and that is no illusion.Andrew is wrong,he's just ignorant of science.C'est la Vie -LB]

And for all we know [Oh now you know something-LB] it's a load of baloney,I suspect much of it is.
 [And religion can't make a claim to having the edge where baloney is concerned?
It has systematically had to accept piece by piece that virtually every assertion it's ever made has been baloney.It has set the standard and defined the mould  for baloney.God is dead,that is the argument here not science is dead.Religion has failed,not science.The pope has had to accede publically that the position taken with regard to the solar system is wrong and that science was right.Science has track record of being correct.Religion has a track record of killing,torture,ignorance,diminishing mankind,and being undeniably wrong.If there was ever a discipline that the word "baloney" is best suited to,religion is it.Andrew like many others just has sour grapes,that he backed the wrong horse.Apparently God is dead because science killed him,that's quite a feat for a pile of baloney isn't it to kill an omnipotent being? Doesn't quite scan does it? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So you would say that were the Christian religion to put aside its insistence on its story..

Andrew Wilson : As a historical reality....

Melvyn Bragg :  ...as a historical reality,then inside that,or apart from,you tell me which,there is something of value and perhaps of permanent value?

Andrew Wilson :  Well it's hardly for little me to judge the whole of Christian tradition [Why not you judged the whole of scientific tradition in one ridiculous word? Contempt is too good a word to waste on you,you ignorant oaf -LB ],but I would say yes,very definitely so.The idea that sort of denying self you find life,is a deep truth about human nature.

[No it isn't it's a dogmatic pile of dog excrement propagated by whining clerics who can't deal with real life because the "father" has popped his clogs and they're still crying like Tennyson like the public school romantic babies that they are.It's not human nature,it's a myth of the Christian tradition.Self is the biggest thing,the greatest thing and the only realistic way to find life.Knowing oneself is the greatest feat any human being can accomplish.It's nigh on impossible to know anyone else with any great understanding.But to truly be in touch with who you are is the one thing that can be and should be done by all human beings.If Christianity denies this,it's just another nail it's coffin or through Jesus' hand (delete as appropriate) -LB]

And it's embodied in the whole Christian story,but as soon as you star saying there really was  a woman who had a baby without the usual procedures before it,
[What you don't "believe" the immaculate conception Andrew? I wonder why not,perhaps it's because you accept scientific orthodoxy that it's impossible? Why so incredulous,might it not be that some time in the future you might be wrong,and all those people who believe are correct? Why not? Why must what you say be the truth? Why should we "trust" you? Your talking through the wrong orifice.You can't think your way out of a paper bag -LB]

or the man who was raised from the dead in a literal historical sense,then it seems to me that you've lost almost everybody,nowadays.

[Why not? Russell Stannard,respected scientist,is devising scientific experiments to show that divine intervention happens (idiot).If time travel isn't outlawed,why cannot Jesus be a time traveller who is a surgeon or has Dr McCoy pills to grow new kidneys? Why must we accept that you are right and that religion will benefit from dropping these fables? How do you know they are wrong,if you attest you can't know anything? You're absurd,you're a victim of your own warped logic.
Nowadays? So it's a popularity contest then? You silly man. -LB]

Because people don't believe that took place.

Melvyn Bragg :  Finally Victoria Glendinning,Andrew said earlier that -coming back to this discussion in 20-30 years time-we might have a completely different perspective of Darwin,do you think we would still come back to this discussion and have the same questions to ask about the God question.

[I hope by then we'll have put way this obsession with silly myths and grown up from bawling babies and started acting like grown human beings,I only hope that if this file makes it to posterity,that they don't laugh too hard at such an inane and silly discussion about the death of something that never existed in the first place! -LB]

Victoria Glendinning :  Well it might be phrased differently,but I think we will,because the size of our brains aren't going to get any bigger [Why exactly? We have "reached the apex of evolution"? What "baloney" -LB], and our understanding of the universe is going to go on changing.I like very much the quote you had from Goethe in your book,"Let us reserve those things which are unfathomable for reverence and quietude".

[That is such crap,"Let us revere our ignorance".Bullshine.Let's take mystery and replace it with knowledge,let's stop waxing lyrical and mooning around,cut to the chase and get on with it,we're not lost lambs,we're not ignorant children,we're not forever doomed to contemplate or navels and pay homage to it in verse.We should not have pride in our inadequacy,it's not an asset,neither is not understanding science.
 To long we have been ruled by the "we'd better not just in case" or "You might not like it if you do" or "We don't know what might become of it".Of course,that's the whole thrill of it - Anything can happen.
 Change is permanent,and it's time for one.Moralising know-nothings have been deposed,your day is over Andrew,get out of the way your spoiling my view -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well thank you very much Victoria Glendinning,and Andrew Wilson,and thankyou very much for listening.

[Thank you for allowing me to chip in my ten pence worth Mel,or 2p as it is with depreciation -LB]

